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Teenage environmentalist rails against
‘offensive’ meetings industry
A 17-year-old environmentalist described
as ‘offensive’ the miles travelled by first
time attendees to reach Antalya and said
the meetings industry was ‘part of the
problem’ of global warming.
Quoting from yesterday’s ICCA Daily,
Felix Finkbeiner, founder of Plant-forthe-Planet, told delegates that 325
first-time attendees had travelled ‘over
a million miles’ to congress.
“Do you have any idea how offensive
that is? Your industry is part of the problem,
because travel is part of the problem. If you
can’t hold virtual meetings, then at least
hold sustainable meetings.”
If delegates were feeling chastised at
that point, there was not much let up

when Eddie Obeng, a virtual business
consultant, told us that we were
thinking in a way that no longer applied
to reality.
The speed and subtlety of change
meant our brains were playing a constant
game of catch-up, he said. At the end of
a fast-paced and amusing speech, he
offered a chilling proposition. “Your
industry is already obsolete,” he said.
“You’re just sitting around waiting to be
wiped out by Airbnb.”
The morning plenary session was
meant as a wake-up call, and under the
expert guidance of meetings architect
Eric de Groot, that’s what it proved to
be. With lots of interaction thrown in.

Things they say
“My client said: ‘I’m the client.
I don’t have to answer your
emails’”
Michel Couturier,
Marketing Challenges
“I hear so much vulgar comment
about London being the best
place in the world. We promise
a cool image to visitors but
sometimes what they get is rather
less than cool. There are many
places I would prefer to visit.”
Philip Davies of
London-based branding
agency Siegel + Gales

ICCA becomes millionaire association but warns of risks to reserves

Martin
Sirk
as increased sponsorship revenue. But
he warned that the coming year would
reduce reserves as a review of risk

management is undertaken.
Sirk said: “We have recently instigated
a major overhaul of risk management to
quantify the financial implications of a wide
variety of potentially damaging scenarios.
There are many situations where this level
of reserves would be only barely sufficient
to keep ICCA financially solvent.
“I don’t think I need to spell out what
some regions of the world have been

Destination branding growing in importance
Brand-savvy conference planners
are more likely to be influenced by a
destination’s marketing campaign than
leisure travellers are.
That was the verdict from Paul Ouimet,
executive vice president of Intervistas
Consulting Group, when he presented the
findings of the Destination Next report at
the destination marketing sector meeting.
A destination marketing organisation’s
(DMO) brand ranked seventh in the report’s
list of top trends among destinations, while
the importance of the brand to leisure

travellers was identified as the 13th most
important trend.
“Everyone told us that the brand of
a destination is becoming increasingly
important in
meeting selection,”
Quimet said. “We believe there are three
major transformation opportunities that
DMOs have to focus on over the next
five to 10 years:
• Move from broadcast to engagement
with customers
• Make sure you are delivering on the
promises of your brand

• And, critical to the first two, foster more
partnerships and greater collaboration.
“These offer tremendous opportunities
for destination management organisations
around the world to move up to the next
level.”
The results also reflected the march of
technology, with smart phone tech, social
media and the implications of its use on
customer expectations.
Ouimet added: “That is not a surprise,
but what was significant was how quickly
this area is moving.”

suffering over this past year, to illustrate
that we have to be prepared for shocking
and unlikely impacts. We have also taken
soundings from our auditors, PWC,
whose view is that this level of reserves
is prudent and realistic.”
He added that risk management
policy will largely dictate the optimum
level of reserves required by the
association in future.
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ICCA’s financial reserves have topped
€1 million for the first time ever following
a stronger than expected 2013, the 50th
anniversary year of the association, with
income ahead of budget by €200,000.
CEO Martin Sirk presented the profit
and loss account to members showing
a surplus of €78,000 for the year, thanks
to successful membership recruitment
and strong retention of members as well
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Optimism spreading, says
convention centre group

Loyalty rewards for ICCA’s oldest members
ICCA recognised a host of long-standing members at Sunday’s general
assembly including four who have supported the association for an amazing
40 years: Congress Center Hamburg, Germany; Meetings & Exhibitions
Hong Kong; People’s Republic of China and Thailand Convention &
Exhibition Bureau.
Eleven members passed the 30 year milestone. They were: Austrian
National Tourist Office; Barcelona Convention Bureau, Spain; Bournemouth
International Centre, United Kingdom; Congress Center Basel, Switzerland;
Congress Frankfurt, Germany; Japan Convention Services; Melbourne
Convention Bureau, Australia; Osaka Government Tourism Bureau, Japan;
Sao Paulo Turismo; Brazil; Strasbourg Evenements, France and Vancouver
Convention Centre, Canada.
The following eight companies and organisations have been in ICCA
membership for 20 years: Atlanta Congress, Spain; Business Solutions
Disneyland Paris, France; Cairns Convention Centre, Australia; Croatian
National Tourist Board; Jakarta Convention & Exhibition Bureau, Indonesia;
Maritim Hotel and Congress Centrum Bonn, Germany; Tokyo International
Forum, Japan and VisitDenmark.

Convention centres worldwide are
predicting a surge in growth this
year, according to the latest annual
survey from AIPC, the International
Association of Convention Centres.
Key findings from members in 54
countries reveal an optimistic outlook,
as more than three quarters (79 per cent)
say they are ‘experiencing either strong
or moderate growth’ – up from 52 per
cent in 2013’s results. Total revenue is
expected to increase by 4.7 per cent by
the end of the year – up again on last
year’s result of 3.1 per cent, while more
than two-thirds (71 per cent) of centres in
the poll indicated they were planning or

developing an expansion, renovation or
other significant investment in facilities.
“Finally, we are seeing clear signs
of departure from the economic
uncertainty that has characterised our
sector since the onset of the recent
global recession,” said AIPC president
Geoff Donaghy. “Business results are
all tending toward the positive and
investment – a sign of future confidence
– is picking up as well. While we need to
recognise and address the fact that we
are dealing in a world that has changed
irreversibly in some fundamental ways,
it is nevertheless clear that things are
finally on the upswing.”

Delegates want more leads
for their bucks
ICCA delegates are increasingly looking
for a measurable return on investment from
their attendance at the assembly, judging
by the leap in support for the business
exchange meetings where members swap
sales leads.
A total of 198 delegates have signed
up to provide new leads over the four
days, “a record as an absolute figure
and as a percentage”, according to ICCA
CEO Martin Sirk. He said: “This demand

demonstrates the need for ROI from the
conference. It can often provide new
information from a known event to gain
a competitive edge. Obviously, what we
would like is for all 900 delegates to take
part but the number of participants is
growing each year and this changes the
nature of the event in a fundamental way
with ‘speed-dating for business’ happening
throughout the week rather than in only one
session as we used to do.”

Silent farewell for ICCA stalwarts
Delegates observed a minute’s silence at the general assembly for ICCA
stalwarts who passed away this year. Harry Baum, MBE, a founder member
of ICCA and meetings industry legend, died in September. ICCA CEO Martin
Sirk said: “Many of Harry’s friends have shared some of their favourite
memories of him via the ICCA website, so please do take a look at these
pages to see why he was a unique character in ICCA’s history”.
Ram Kohli, founder and chairman of Creative Travel, one of India’s most
successful and innovative meetings and incentive agencies, passed away
this year at the age of 74 after suffering two major cardiac arrests. Sirk said
of Ram: “We share the loss of his twin sons, Rajeev and Rohit Kohli, and
recognise a true pioneering spirit.”
Adriana Meregalli, from DCI/Mondotels in the USA, a passionate
champion for international association meetings for over 30 years and a mentor
for many young meetings professionals, also sadly died earlier this year.

Salute the much-liked Mediterraneans!

The Mediterranean Chapter is officially the most ‘liked’ ICCA chapter
(but not necessarily the most likeable!)
They were the chapter whose team photo in last year’s CAT Night in Shanghai
attracted the most ‘likes’ in a Facebook challenge – scoring 89 - in the run-up to
this year’s event.

Many happy returns for Riga
The city of Riga, Latvia, has confirmed
its return as an exhibitor to next July’s
The Meetings Show in London after
harvesting many enquiries this year
thanks to the hosted buyer programme.
“Our first time at The Meetings Show
prompted an increase in the number of
enquiries and bookings we received for
events in the region,” comments Aigars
Smiltãns, Marketing and Communications

Director at MEET RIGA. “Our schedule
at the show was busy with almost 50
meetings throughout the three days, as well
as a large number of walk-on appointments,
particularly from UK buyers.
“Following the show we received
bookings for a variety of events including
large scale conferences which will have a
positive impact on all businesses within
the region.”

Another bad day for Manchester Utd
The first day of the ICCA Congress was a bad one for English soccer club
Manchester United. It was bad enough that they lost 1-0 to their arch rivals
Manchester City and had one player sent off. But later in the day they were
excluded from membership of ICCA for non-payment of fees!
After spending £146 million on new players this summer, it seems Manchester
United are cutting back…
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We’ll have a thousand members
soon, promises Martin Sirk
ICCA could shortly become a
1,000-membership organisation. CEO
Martin Sirk predicts a record recruitment
level this year, (currently standing at 106
recruits) and membership topping 1,000
in 2015. Interestingly, that figure will
include the highest number of resigned
members rejoining the association.
Sirk told delegates at Sunday’s general
assembly: “Because recruitment is
looking so healthy, we are projecting a
slightly larger than usual net growth in

membership at the end of the year, after
resignations and non-payers are taken
into account. We have budgeted that
we will start 2015 with 991 paying and
eight honorary members, a total of 999.
We’ve temporarily climbed above 1,000
members in 2013 and also this year, but in
2015 we should move permanently above
this level.”
But he warned that income will reduce
from other revenue streams including
the annual congress. He said: “With

the Congress taking place in Latin
America, attendance will be lower than in
Europe, and we almost always achieve a
significantly lower surplus because of
this. We expect approximately €40,000
less net revenue from the Congress than
this year”.
A break-even budget for 2015 was
voted in by 90 per cent of members while
membership fee increases of below one
percent were vote for by 80 per cent of
delegates.

Things they say
“Our delegates even hacked into
the system to find out how to
earn points.”
FreemanXP’s Kim Myhre on
the success of gamification.
“Don’t have someone with
agoraphobia in your group if
you’re thinking about wide open
spaces.”
Mike van der Vijver of
MindMeeting, advice when
considering meetings design.

‘Think local,’ urges the man from Oracle

David
Hackett
Meetings suppliers should start thinking
more locally about their corporate social
responsibility (CSR) strategies, advises a
prominent member of the Green Meetings
Industry Council.
There are lots of NGOs acting globally,
agreed Paul Salinger, VP Marketing at
Oracle, but he favoured an approach which
focused on creating and supporting local
sustainable economies.
Speaking on the subject of corporate
CSR yesterday, Salinger said the two
biggest environmental problems for

meeting planners were travel and
waste-management.
Sourcing food
locally was one way of reducing both CO2
emissions and unnecessary waste and
also supporting the local economy.
“What this boils down to is trying to
create an eco-system,” he said. “Could this
conference have worked with local farmers
to create a local food economy?”
Jonas Wilstrup, convention director at
Wonderful Copenhagen, said fostering
competition
among
Scandinavian
countries had improved the region’s
environmental record.
And David Hackett, managing director,
Meetings Guru, outlined the good work
of meetings industry charity Meetings
Industry Meeting Needs, which works on
small-scale yet effective projects.

Newly arrived on board
A new board of directors was elected at Monday’s general assembly. They were: Sector
Destination Marketing, Eric Bakermans; Sector Transport, Edward Hollo; Sector Venues,
Andre Kaldenhoff and James Rees; Geographical Representative for Asia Pacific, Jason Yeh;
Geographical Representative for Europe, Juan Jose Garcia; Geographical Representative
for Asia Pacific, Jason Yeh; Meetings Management Sector, Francesca Manzani and Gregg
Talley; Geographic Representative for Africa, Amanda Kotze-Nhlapo.

Forget rivalry and share
Work experience exchange programmes
can drive competitive growth among centres
and bureaux, but there were dangers.
Edinburgh International Conference
Centre (EICC) and Congress Centre
Leipzig described their joint experience
during the Young Professionals
exchange programme session. The win/
win formula to increase competitiveness
was outlined ahead of ICCA’s plan to draw
up formal guidelines. EICC hosted a staff
member from Leipzig to share insight
they could take back to Germany.
But EICC’s Louise Andrew warned not
to let petty rivalry hinder the process.
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“Improving our industry is really
a driver of this. Make sure your team
understands why you are doing it. Every
member of your organisation needs to
understand and buy into the idea that they
are doing their job but also giving their
time to someone else,” she said.
“They also need to realise that it is for
the benefit of the industry, so this person
takes something away that is tangible.
What we don’t want is a programme
defined months in advance and then
everyone they are due to work with telling
them: ‘I can’t help you right now I am
really busy.’”

Honing his talents in the kitchen….
When Imex hosted lunch for delegates yesterday, they generously distributed
gifts of an apron and recipe book to all attendees. Here, Imex marketing director
Oliver Hone demonstrates his prowess in the kitchen where his speciality
seems to be liquid refreshment….

Networking is certainly no joke

Elling
Hamso
With networking high on the agenda,
Event ROI Institute managing partner
Elling Hamso fired out a warning to
delegates.
To truly feel the benefit of great
networking, avoid the wittiest wise-cracker.
You will never learn anything new, he
said. During the ‘Return on Investment:

Do you really understand what meetings
ROI means?’ workshop, he went on to
introduce delegates to the concepts and
theories of return on investment.
“When people tell me ‘the networking
was great’ I always ask them how they
managed to strengthen relationships,
and what did they learn from new people?
They respond with: ‘he was a great guy.
We had lots of fun and joked a lot at
dinner’. That’s consumption.
“The purpose of networking is to learn
something that enables you to do your job
better. That’s real networking.”

Do bureaux really understand associations?

Daniella Middleton,
Development Counsellors
International
“I think bureux partly understand what associations
need, but do not understand what they want.
“They know the logistics, but are not asking the
questions outside of that. The bureaux that ask additional
questions are going to prove more successful. They
could look at external expertise and look at luxury
brands. Bureaux are in the business of marketing, and
should look at how brands innovate and stay relevant,
and then apply that to their sales models.”

Mkunde Senyagwa,
Arusha International
Convention Centre
“We don’t have a CVB, but if you’re talking about the
relationship between suppliers and customers then
I would say there is a misunderstanding there, the
suppliers don’t always understand the needs of the
customers. There is a missing link somewhere.
They are not communicating properly.”

Laila Walldén,
Tampere Hall
“I believe the convention bureau has a good
understanding of the association sector for a small city
like Tampere. I understand our CVB is quite close to
the associations and has worked hard to build links
with the professors and the universities who act like
ambassadors.”

Humphrey Odendo,
Kenyatta International
Convention Centre
“What associations really need is to have a great
experience for their membership, so there can be an
exchange of learning. Bureaux and convention centres
have to work with associations to create that. For most
bureaux, they are dealing with logistical issues rather
than focusing on what is actually required. They need to
be able to get the objective. It’s not about just having an
event; it’s about translating knowledge and skills to the
membership.”

Brenda Sanderson,
Interaction Design
Association
“I think if they don’t understand it’s because they don’t
understand where associations are going. But I would
say the reverse is often true, too. Local associations
bidding to host a conference often don’t know what
convention bureaux do! My first advice to associations
is to find out how a CVB is structured, is it public or
private, does it have members, so they can ask the right
questions.”

MEET
THE WORLD
HERE

18-20 November 2014 Barcelona, Spain

EIBTM. Where the global meetings and
events industry connects.

Katja Sukale and Aline Weber, visitBerlin
“It is challenging to deal with associations from time to
time, to find out what it is they expect, their missions and
visions. The communication can be really hard because
it’s often difficult to find the right person to talk to, the
structure of associations can be quite complex. I think
CVBs could perhaps be better at communicating too, it’s
about how we can reach them.”

NETWORK AND
CONNECT
HERE

Join over 15,000 professionals at the leading global exhibition
for the meetings, incentives, events and business travel
industry, for three days of networking and unlimited business
opportunities. Discover over 3,000 venues, hotels, destinations,
technology, business travel and event service providers essential
for your meetings and events. Attend EIBTM for a unique and
powerful opportunity to network and connect with the industry
and drive your business in to the future.

TOP LEVEL GLOBAL
DECISION MAKERS
MEET HERE

Register to attend as a visitor for free or find out more
about the exclusive benefits of being a Hosted Buyer®
at www.eibtm.com
EIBTM is part of the IBTM Global Events Portfolio organised by Reed Travel Exhibitions.

Organised by:
The EIBTM® and IBTM® trademarks are owned and protected by Elsevier Properties SA and Reed Exhibitions Limited uses such
trademark under licence. Hosted Buyer® is a registered trademark of Reed Exhibitions Limited. Reed Travel Exhibitions® is a
registered trademark of Reed Elsevier Group Plc.

DRIVE YOUR
BUSINESS FORWARD
HERE
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Antalya - TURKEY
Tuesday 4th November 2014

Turkish Delights Night at
Regnum Carya Golf
and Spa Resort
Partly Sponsored by Regnum Carya Golf
and Spa Resort
We are very excited to host a specially themed
event this year: The Turkish Delights Night.
Join us for a journey in time where Anatolian
civilizations will be showcased during the
reception, a stand-up dinner at which you can
interact with traditional Turkish arts and crafts,
as well as your colleagues accompanied by
traditional Turkish music. And best is yet to
come – following the dinner a surprise show is
awaiting you!

Dress to Impress Awards
Sponsored by HQ Magazine
Dress code: “Turkish Delight” - modern fashion with the vibrant colours of Antalya:
Orange and Turquoise! Typical, formal or over-the-top: you choose, as long as you
dress up! So let your imagination run loose and celebrate your inner sense of style!

ICCA Tools Training:
How to use Big Data, the Statistics
Tool, and the PR Kit
This year we have created a special training course on how to
use the new Big Data feature. Plus we will look at how
to make our own statistics with the ICCA Statistics Tool,
and what the ICCA PR Kit entails.
Twenty computers will be available
(max. 3 people per computer), on a first come
first served basis.
Wednesday 5 November, 11.00-12.30
Location: Susesi Convention Center, Room Kastamanou (1st floor)

Version II of the Big Data Search for local association representatives.
The new Big Data Search function give ICCA members a unique way to identify local representatives who could help them bid for an international
association meeting. Utilising the vast databases of Google Scholar and Microsoft Academic Search, ICCA members can now identify leading academic
contacts in specified cities and regions, related to a specific meeting in the ICCA Association Database or a specific meeting subject. Involving local
association representatives is crucial for preparing a successful bid to host the next edition of an association’s international meeting.
The 2nd version of the Big Data Search tool, which has just been launched, is the much - anticipated step in harnessing the power of Big Data and
combining it with our own unique data on associations and their meetings.
Next to the also - improved Explore Industry Topics section, ICCA is also offering Human Equation’s Lead Analytics tool to its members, which identifies
organisation names and tracks online behaviour of website visitors.
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Antalya - TURKEY
Tuesday 4th November 2014

Record Breaking
Business Exchange
(BE) in Progress!
With a new record of 198 BE participants,
the BE programme is still potentially the
most valuable part of the ICCA Congress
in terms of Return on Investment. Rather
like speed-dating with business leads, it is
the easiest way to find new business leads
for your venue or destination. If you can
bring just one lead back to the office then
the registration fee is already money well
spent!
Each BE participant will have access to a
record of 197 major, internationally rotating,
Association Business Leads! Moreover,
each BE participant will have 197 new
contacts to add to their Business Network
who will be exchanging business with on
an ongoing basis!
Easily recognisable by the “BE” sign on
their badges, the easiest way to find out
more about Business Exchange is to ask
the participants why they do it and why
you should participate next year!

Introducing New ICCA Staff:
Zyrah Montebon
What is your position within ICCA?
First hired as a Marketing & PR Assistant, now Marketing Executive
What is your background and education and on which topics can ICCA members contact you?
I have a Bachelor’s degree in International Fashion & Branding − specialised in Branding − from the Amsterdam Fashion Institute. While I spent the busiest,
craziest four years of my life in there, it felt like there was still something missing − that there should be more than what I’ve done. And so after graduating,
I decided to enter graduate school; slightly distancing myself from fashion and aiming at giving more focus on New Media. The most wonderful thing about
my Master’s programme is that it is very current and yet dynamically unpredictable. Learning the crossovers between conventional and contemporary
media gave me a clearer perspective, not just on how technology evolves, but on societal changes and behaviour as well. ICCA members are more than
welcome to contact me about the PR kit, Social Media, Cross- and Transmedia Storytelling, creative writing, and other forms of intermedialities.
Can you tell us a bit about yourself, what you do in your free time, and why ICCA members should get to know you personally?
I say it is always hard to have to describe oneself. But I would say that I am a devoted person, personally and professionally. I love brilliant minds and I love
being surrounded by them – for I strongly believe that they outweigh beauty and other worldly things. I am passionate about New Media and it continues
to amaze me how many brands and corporations make use of the world to creatively penetrate their audience. Furthermore, I read and write plenty in my
free time, watch a handful of movies and serials, randomly design things to blow off some steam, and generally spend time with family, friends, and my 13
year old dog.

Rebecca Wilson
What is your position within ICCA?
Events Assistant
What is your background and education and on which topics can ICCA members contact you?
I am a recent graduate (2014) of a BA Advertising and Marketing Communications degree from the University of Huddersfield in the UK. My degree
included an industrial placement year which I spent at the European District Heating and Cooling Association; Euroheat & Power, in Brussels as Events
and Communications Assistant. From the onset of my studies I developed a true passion for marketing, branding, consumer behaviour & engagement and
also consumer trends and insight analysis, with my bachelor thesis focusing on the subject of consumer engagement in the banking sector. As a finalist in
the international LÓreal Marketing competition, I was able to demonstrate and implement these skills on a live project for an international organisation.
However, it was my first taste of events during my internship (and my participation at ICCA’s own Forum for Young Professionals 2012) where I knew that
Events would be the role for me! I enjoy planning, being creative, and seeing months’ worth of careful organisation being executed to produce a fantastic
event as the final product. ICCA members are most welcome to contact me on any aspect of Events or Marketing
Can you tell us a bit about yourself, what do you do in your free time, and why ICCA members should get to know you personally?
I am a typical girl in the way that I LOVE to shop, with shoes being my speciality! I enjoy lazy beach holidays and city trips but I am also an avid skier in the
winter months! I love to travel and enjoy reading, going to the cinema and of course...socialising with friends at any opportunity!
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